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(CONTINUED)

EXT. PATKING LOT

SETH
Where have you been? you almost 
gave me a goddamn heart attack! you 
better fucking have it, where is 
it?

FOGELL
I got it. it's flawless! it's 
great, man, look.

Fogell reaches into his pocket and pulls out the fake ID. 
Seth grabs it.

SETH
(Reading the card)

Okay mr..."mclovin"? what kind of a 
stupid name is that? what are you 
trying to be, an irish r&b singer?

FOGELL

Well, they let you pick any name you want when you get 
there.

SETH
So you picked mclovin?

FOGELL
It was between that or muhammad.

SETH
Why was it between that or 
muhammad? why didn't you just pick 
a common name?

FOGELL
Actually, seth, muhammad is the 
most commonly used name on earth.

SETH
Have you ever actually met a guy 
named muhammad?

Superbad

I AM MCLOVIN
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CONTINUED: (2)

FOGELL
Have you actually ever met a guy 
named mclovin?

  SETH
No! that's why you picked a bad 
name. look at this shit man, you 
don't even have a first name. it 
just says "name: mclovin" one name?

FOGELL
i just thought mclovin sounded old, 
and the chicks would dig it.

SETH
under what circumstances would you 
ever have to show a chick your id?

FOGELL
she could ask. or, i could just 
show it to her.

SETH
holy shit! i don't believe this. 
this says you're fucking 25! Why 
didn't you just put 21?

FOGELL
I knew you would ask that. look, 
everyday, dozens of kids roll into 
the liquor store with fake id's 
trying to act like joe casual. each 
and every one of these kids just so 
happens to be 21 years old. just 
how many 21 year-olds do you think 
there are?

SETH
This might work, but it's up to 
you, fogell. they'll either think, 
"oh, it's another punk kid with a 
fake id." or, "look, it's mclovin, 
the twenty five year-old organ 
donor". what's it gonna be?

     Fogell takes a deep breath.                                        
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FOGELL
i am mclovin.

SETH
You're not mclovin. no one's 
mclovin and  this is never going to 
work. we need a new way to get 
alcohol. could we drive to canada 
or something?                        

FOGELL
i still think it's going to work.

They walk into the staff parking lot. seth stops.

SETH
What the fuck? where's my car?

FOGELL
Why would you park in the staff-

SETH
shut up, fogell.

FOGELL
`cause you're not staff.

SETH
I am aware of that, fagell.

Seth storms off. 

FOGELL
(Yelling)

Will you still pick me up from 
work?


